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In Memory of People and Pets

Ahndie
Ally
Boots, Charcoal, and Samson
ChaCha
Cindy
Emily
Ginger
Jake
Jheri and Amos
Katinka
Lilly
Marshall Three-Paws
Meg
Peepet and Oscar
Pumkin and Sam
Pumkin
Regis
Scarlet and Cissy
Scruffy
Steve
Tonka
Trouble
Wolfie
Mary Burton and Skylar
Mr. Robert Bergin
June Clark
Socks Clark
Louise Bell Colbert
William R. Gray
Hannah Herward
Lucille M. Holloway
Charlie Jefferson
Kim Lee
Biscuit Malloy
Martin McNeil Mehaffey
Scruggs
Sassy Wright

In Honor of People and Pets

Tommy Miles
Pam Parr
Oscar Perry
Gus Royer
Nancy Smoot
Lulu Spencer
J. Michael Tucker
Tessie Weiss
Boo
Boots, Charcoal and Samson
Frisky
Henry
Joan Osborne
Giorgi
Marblemount
“Banditt”
Penny and Shatty
Pumkin
Trouble
Winston
Frosty Chenault
Mrs. Juanita Christian
Jeff Elliott
Scott Jeffress Elliott
Joan Giorgi
Lapsley W. Hamblen, III
Donald N. Lawhorne, Sr.
Donald Winston
Lawhorne, Sr.
Jake Lloyd
Isabelle Hoston
Abby

Charlie
Penny
Skippy
Sophie
Trouble
V.C. Design and Build
Zinnia
Carson Dalton
James Dexter
Lynn L. Dodge
Ed Frisa, Jr.
Joan Georgi
Drs. Gautham and Heidi Gondi
Finnie and Becky Green
Ellen Logan Greg and Elizabeth Douglas
James A. Lindsay, Jr.
Debra Maddox
Julia Mason Allen
Lynn Mayberry
Shelley Stone
Anne T. Weaver
Binky, Sammy, and Mew Mew
Kitty
Boonsboro Animal Hospital
Dr. Barbara Stevens
Indy Beck
Roscoe Daniel
Robert Dawson
Rosemary Dawson
Gus
Peanut and Sepp
Speedy and Sparkle
Veronica Glover
Anna Greene
Hattie Greenwood
Niro Rasananayagam
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In Memory of People and Pets

Katie Preston
Roscoe
Sassy
Rocky Adams
Louise Babbitt
Rev. Rex Ball
Page Huff Earp
Scott Jefferies Elliott
Poncho Evans
Garcia Faesi
Lapsley Walker Hambler, III
Arthur S. & Ann F. Heald
Charlyne Thompson Luedke
Vickie Paris
William H. “Pete” Parker
Flame Schweikart
Chelsea, Winston, Scruffy and Gizmo
Dexter
Mr. Almond
Tigger and Patches
Trouble
Ellen Dalton
Shy Cunningham & Donald Lawhorne
Brian Duffy
Rachel and Aaron Horton
Henry Lovelace
Jewell Parsons Stooker
Betty White Winslow
Bridget Young
Vicki Paris
Harold Puph
My 10 cats

In Honor of People and Pets

Ken, Jane, and Sugah White
All Animals
Goldie, Buffy, Albert, and Fergus
Peaks View Animal Hospital
Toast
Blair Bent
Bill and Brenda Gray
Shad and Denae Hudson
Bubba Humphries
Carol Humphries
Anne Langley
Ruby Elliot
Hayley
Lucy
Wayne Kidd
All Animals
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Goldenberg
Catherine Lynn
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Pankey
Marjette G. Upshur
All Animals
Cayden
Ginger
Higgins
Seppl
Darla Adams
Frank and Donna Goldenberg
Abigail Lang
Susan Richardson
Ed Willman
Cocoa Chchanel
Steve and Shawn Arnold
Kathy Current
Leonard Gross
Elizabeth Pankey

Bogie
Mello Yellow
Neva Foster
Boo
Corduroy
Dusty
Emily
Roc
Simba
Trouble
“Misha”
Earl Almond
Judy Crews
Ellen Dalton
Margaret S. Farrara
Meagan Flanagan
Christine Gerlich
Dexter Green
Spook Grinnell
Pooh Bear Johnson
Patty Klein
Bob Nelson & molly
Tom Morris
Aaron & Rachel Horton
Walter “Buddy” Murdoch
Cody Owens
Millee Page
Kathryn Puckett
Marsha Singleton
Nancy Smoot
Gustav Stalling IV
Mary Catherine Whitehead
9 cats over the years
Bobbie
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Otis
Carl Arrington
Murphy Brunson
Thelma Carwile
Judy Crews
Firebird, Lil Rat & CB
Mary Burks Dean
Christine Gerlich
William R. Gray
William F. Heer
Theodore Horeczko
Parmly Burridge Johnson, Sr.
Andrew & Elizabeth Cairns
and many dear animal friends
Grace Eubanks Miear
Molly Miller
Margaret M. Nelson
Millee Page
Vickie Paris
Sissy Somers
Sonja Leigh Somers
Bandit
Boots, Charcoal, and Samson
Harley
Homer
Maggie
Pufin
Sara
Tabitha
Trouble
Sidney Conner
Nathan A Dunnam
Nathan Allan Dunnam
Phyllis Gribbin
Mrs. Gisela Heiser
Mary Ann Lowry
Ann Redding
Thelma Rogers
Pauline Smith
Amos and Jheri
Annie Arrington
Beloved sister Annie and faithful companion Boo
Boots, Charcoal, & Samson
Cloe
Joe Black
Kate
McCav
Minnie
Preston Lee
Raymond Edward Kimpton
Scruffy, Gizmo, and Winston
Trouble
Bumper Bass
Preston Lee
Shirley Carter
Paul “Chief” Colbert
Doc Dufford
Nathan Dunnam
Stephen N. Martin
Ann Redding
Puffin Stinnett
Bobbi Williams
Robin (Bobby) Williams
All Animals
Aspen
Family
Fluffy

In Honor of People and Pets

Dr. George T. Parker
Mary Hoban & Puma
Shelley Stone
All Animals
Blue
Diego
Kansas
Katie
Lucy and Ally
Freda S. Best
Don Lee and Brad Palte
Rosemary and George Dawson
Cayden Gunawardane
Miss Mollie Misjuns
Mary Wells Ramsey
Shelley Stone
Huggie Havens
Blackwater Rollers
Margaret Belcher and John Osteen
Jo Ann Beehler
Peaks View Animal Hospital Staff
Nancy Rosenthal and Jim Nevin
Victoria Hague
Brenda Gray
Don Lee and Brad Palte
Cayden Guanawardane
Lucy
Katie and Blue
Rosemary and George Dawson
Mrs. Helen McGehee Umana
Ms. Judy Ivey
Robert and Dawn Doss
Weepy
Sara Candler
All Animals
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Ginny Hunter
Line Popcorn
Sam, Misty, Christy, and Nip-pie
Sassy, Hercules, Stutz, Nehi, & Squeaker
Trouble Wolfgang Zorra
Annie Virginia Arrington
David Brown Shirley Carter
Paul “Chief” Colbert
Oscar Duncan Margaret S. Farrar
Rascal Fenimore Scott Flanik
William Randolph Kizer
Cooper Owens Pete Sarris
Gregory Dean Tuck Robert Whalen
Robin WIlliams “Bandit”
All the cats I’ve had Allie May
Atlas and Raphcel
Boots, Charcoal, & Samson
Brandy Buddy Bunny
CB Cody
Frank aka Mr. Moochers Jheri and Amos
Lulu Lydia
Mai Paul “Chief” Colbert
Porky Spooky Tasha
Trouble Wickett
Purcell Thomas Burks Margaret S. Farrar
Buddy Howard Mr. Paul Martin
Odel “Toad” Padget Virginia Robertson
Charles “Bill” Scott Bill Heer
Bruce Anderson Willie Morris
Lydia Daniel Art Thiele
Joan Marie Thornhill Young
Stinky Dog Younghouse
Biscuit Roseabell
Percy Twix, Cali, and Pepper
Bandit and Louie Dor Ray Cheri
Sweetie Pie Maverick and Jammer
Wojo and Kattier Victoria, Lace, and Kitti

In Honor of People and Pets

Clients and Friends of Stifel Nico-laus
Lori Bryant and Bill Russell
Krystal T. Hendricks
James A. Hall, Jr,MD
Ken C. Hite, MD
John L. Alfieri, MD
Tim B. Hellewell, MD
Kevin O. Hicks, MD
Richard L. Newton, MD
Robert L. Green, Jr, MD
Daniel W. Schepens, MD
Parham R. Fox, MD
A. Tanner Shilling, MD
Brian A. Tweddale, MD
Tammy Martin
Ben May
Caroline Malott
Miss Daisy
Laura Rosser
Kitty and George Bass
Maria Navolio
Shelley Stone
Mrs. Sandra Weigand
All of the cats and dogs
Millner Family
Maggie
Bear Karras
Devon Bell
Bob and Judy Gillispie
David and Mani Pascual
Stephanie and Mark Cox
Mr. and Mrs. Lamar Cecil
Mrs. Jan O. Koniowsky
Mrs. Linda I. Guill
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Dexter
P.T. Burks
Milo
Joy
Abby
Amber Rodriguez
Joan Marie Thornill Young
Dorthy Dietz Wood
Cynthia Smith
Cheyenne
R. Earl Campbell
Bishop and Jake
Jerry Hipps
Clover Ledford
Beau
Precious Mosby
Clover
Grace Jamerson
Ally
CB Brandy
Tasha
Paul (Chief) Colbert
Odell “Toad” Padgett
Charles “Bill” Scott
Lydia
Jheri and Amos
cats
Bunny
All my pets
Kasey Prior
Mrs. Faye Higgins
Jheri and Amos Lundy
Pat Lambeth
Sara and James Humphries
Tim Harvey

In Honor of People and Pets

Roy H. Dillon
Pumpkin and Sam
Missy Mae
Elmo Grasso
Daisy and Maxwell
Margaret Farrar
Bettie Pollard
Charlie Jefferson
Bear and Notchy
Hershey
Dale and Winnie
Morgan
Puggy
Mr. Robert R. Clement
All of the cats and dogs
Sackett White
Dixie
Boo
Harold Pugh
Tim Harvey
Robert J. Whitmore
Laurie Babcock
Annie
Pumpkin
Brandy
Bailey
Bandit D. Galbreath
Prince Delbert
Cassie
Sam, Misty, Christi, and
Nippie
All Pets
Jack Livingston
Thai
Harriet

Mrs. Joey S. Day
Mrs. Susan P. Powers
Mrs. Ellen Petty
Mrs. Mollie Snead
Mr. and Mrs. George O. Meeks
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin B. Horner
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Eppes’ Mr. and
Mrs. Rodney P. Laughon
Mr. and Mrs. Sandy McKenna
Katie Hill Vaden
Cathy C. Capps
Dr. and Mrs. Richard A. Bendall
Roger Vaden
Bob and Elaine Clarke
Cagney
Charlie, Jeffery, and Bandit
Heike and George Johnson
Nancy and Al Stump
Allsep Family
Maggie and Jack Babcock
Jim and Debbie Bowles
Brian Carey
David Carwile
Cooper Family
Caroline Cox
James and Elizabeth Darby and
Maggie Mae
George and Rosemary Dawson
All wonderful Pets
Lorimer Fauntleroy
Gene and Jeanette Foster
Darby and Ronan
Brenda Gray
Mrs. Ann Howard
Mrs. Julia Ivey
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Maggie and Casey
Seppl
Marlon Milam
Alan Raphael
Bailey Ray
John Steadman
Mattie Wroncy
Bobbie
Inga and Bella
Buddy, Jack, and Kate
Merlin and Josey
Zoey Sabi
Harriet
Sandy and Buddy
Scott Burchette
Chief Colbert
Sera Ford
Angel Jewel
Tabasco
Miss Prissy and The Turk
Angel
Louise Babbitt
Dammit
Peggy
Chocolate Jordan
Oscar Duncan
Blanche Steinhoff
Wolfgang, Fidelio, Sebastia, and Ludwig
Bogey and Spot
Phyllis Gribbin
Molly McCorkle
Bocce
Robin Williams
Frankie Easley

In Honor of People and Pets

Johnny Ballard
Luke
Rusty
Cocoa
Richard S. Royer
Lulu
Murphy
Rascal
Ms. SpookyBoots, Charcoal, and Samson Trouble

Bob Pearson
Miz Kitty and Ninja
Dr. Rhonda Faulks and the staff at Timberlake Animal Hospital
Mr. and Mrs. Connie Martin
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Vormittag
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Sydnor
David Tucker
Johnny and Pam Cowins
Richard and Michelle Plant
Edward and Cheryl Scott
James and Kim Scott
Business Partners
Kathryn and Jason Willis
Dr. and Mrs. Saxton Moss
Dr. and Mrs. Sam Fuller
Mr. and Mrs. Walker Sydnor
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Satalano
Dr. and Dr. Ken West
Dr. and Mrs. David Cannon
Dr. and Mrs. Matt Tompkins
Dr. and Mrs. Jeff Wilson
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Jones
Mr. and Mrs. David Marks
Sparky and Squash
Woodstock Condominium Neighborhood
Sara Candler
Audrey
Lauren and Sam Baum
Jo Ann And Ed Beehler
Neth Brunson and Hanley
Jack and Freeway Chandler
David and Caitlin Christian
Sherwood and Joey Day
Susan and Marshall Hamilton
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Eric and Ann Holland
Helen Holt
Kristen and Lindsey, Matt and Ashton, Amy and Josh, and Katie
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Rodgers
Jim and Betty Whitaker
David, Beth, and Rudy Whitaker
Richard and Gloria Coppo
Marianne and Norman Scholes
Rose Baker
Bonnie and RG Kidd
Muffy and Shalom
Isabella and Olivia
Forrest
Bear Karras and Cody Karras
Mary Snow
James Lindsay, Jr.
Marcy Catalano
A friend who rescues dogs
Tayte Soerensen-Roberts
Dr. Powell Dillard, Jr.
Makena yarbrough
Ryan and Brooke Harper
All Animals

In Honor of People and Pets